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OVERVIEW

ERIC/RCS Learning Packages contain just what the practitioner needs

for staff development workshops. Workshops car begin with an

overview lecture , continue through readings and discussion

material, and end with research projects *and an annotated

bibliography for further research.

Each learning package contains (I) a topic overview: a four-to-six

page stage-setter; (2) in most cases, a digest of research: an ERIC

summary of research on the topic written by a specialist; (3) a

goal statement and a survey form; and (4) an extensive annotated

bibliography of ERIC references.

Graduate-level university credit is available. For further

information contact Indiana University School of Continuing

Studies, Owen Hall #204, Bloomington, Indiana 47405. Enrollment in

each course will be limited.
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PROMOTING LANGUAGE GROWTH ACROSS THE CURRICULUM

(All references are fully documented in enclosed bibliography)

by Norma Collins

Lecture

In this lecture, we will refer to language arts as a set of two

productive and two receptive activities. Speaking and writing are

productive operations; reading and listening are receptive. We will

operate upon the premise that language arts includes a fifth

operation, thinking, which grounds all activities. Much of the

information presented is drawn from the text, au_d_e_r_lt-

t r in Ki AH n kf

Teachers by Moffett and Wagner (1983).

Moffett and Wagner contend that language instruction has

favored the receptive activities. More time has been spent on

reading and Ilstening in schools. Language educators have

reacted to the bias which placed reading and listening in

superordinate positions by calling for reform. The reform

movement is referred to by several different names: language

across the curriculum, the integrated language arts curriculum, the

reading and writing relationship, and whole language. Regardless

of the label, recent research in ianguage education has elevated

writing and speaking to equally important positions in the language

arts program. The following assumptions undergird this

movement:



1. Reading, writing, speaking, and listening are

interdependent language operations that are best

taught in relation to each other.

2. Language operations must be used in all subjects,

not just in English.

3. There is a dircct relationship among language,

thinking, and learning.

The philosophy upon which the integrated movement rests

is based on the premise that learning language is personal, social,

and integrative.

Because learning language is personal, teachers must take

into account such factors as background experience, learning

styles, interests, and the student's level of language development.

Students come to classrooms with wide ar d varied language

experiences. Moffett and Wagner (1983) posit that because

language is personal, students need to select some of the

materials that are used in the classroom.

Researchers Graves and Calkins (1983) found that students

who were given choice in their writing activities learned that

operating a language requires constant choosing. Students who

selected their own topics, decided which ones to revise, decided

which ones to share with an outside audience, etc., became highly

involved in their own learning. The ownership they experienced as

language users promoted language growth and development.
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Reading researchers hold similar views. Comprehension

also requires choosing. A reader is continually determining which

ideas to attend to and which to subordinate. The reader who is

actively involved in reading is making predictions, drawing

conclusions, and verifying his or her decisions within the text.

Moffett and Wagner contend that all composing and

comprehending requires choosing. These researchers posit that

teachers cannot expect good judgment in reading and writing if

students are not granted some decision-making in the classroom.

Choosing materials and topics motivates students.

Students bring their personal interests, questions, and concerns to

reading and writing. By creating their own texts or reading texts of

personal interest, students are engaged in optimal language use.

They are reinforced in using language personally and functionally.

Language is also social. It is social in origin and purpose.

Language is learned through people in order to communicate with

people (Moffett and Wagner, 1983). Because language is social,

interaction in the classroom is essential. Students need the

opportunity to work with others, compare their thinking and

interpreting, aid direct their writing and speaking to real

audiences. Activities which allow students to process each other's

work help students gain experience with language.

It is easy to capitalize on the social nature of language

because language is integrative; it permeates our lives. Because

3



of this, language across the curriculum is applicable. We cannot

separate language from content. Elementary teachers who work

with children throughout the day have the opportunity to maximize

the integrative asp, ,cts of language. By immersing the language

user in different subjects, different media, and a wide range of

language experiences, teachers can promote the reception and

production of language in meaningful ways.

Acknowledging the individual, interactive, and integrative

qualities of language forms the basis of instructional and curricular

decisions. The chapter in your Learning Package by Leslie

Mandei Morrow explains how to create a language-rich classroom.

Morrow describes ways to establish a classroom which promotes

personal and social uses of language. She illustrates how to use

reading, writing, speaking, and listening in all subject areas.

Teaching the language arts in relation to each other is

discussed by Toby Fulwiler, as well. The article in your package

by Fulwiler explains how to apply a specific language activity for its

fullest language potential. In it the author describes a

demonstration of how to use journals across the curriculum, and

shows how writing was related to other language arts. In journals,

children were asked to use their own language to reflect on what

they were reading and studying. The children responded to

literature, a field trip, a fire dri!l, and a free association activity

directed by the teacher. In each entry, it was evident that young
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writers know about language and are capable of producing it well.

The private reacticn in writing allowed the learner to think about

her feelings and then share them with others. It was as Fulwiler

said, "Writing feeds talking and leads to understanding" (p. 58).

Journals are only one kind of activity that can be

incorporated into language across the curriculum programs. This

is illustrated by authors Johnston and Gill in the article in your

package pertaining to middle school students. Students who used

writing in all subject areas became proficient language users. The

authors describe ways that writing can be used in social studies,

science, math, physicai education, and English. Similar activities

can be applied to elementary students who are working with

informational texts.

The authors reported that the initial goal of writing across

the curriculum was to improve student writing. An unexpected

result from the study was an overall improvement in learning.

Activities such as oral presentations, sports commentaries, art

reviews, responses to films, records of field trips, and daily

learning logs invited students to use reading, writing, speaking,

and listening in functional and meaningful ways. The program

emphasized the benefits that are derived from using language both

receptively and productively in all subject areas.

The article by Mary Lou Meerson in your package also

provides specific suggestions for integrating language arts.
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Meerson describes how, when, and why to use children's literature

in the classroom. The author illustrates how trade books can be

used to create writing assignments. The author points out that

children who are writing stories as well as reading them experience

the reciprocal nature of reading and writing.

The following suggestions can be used to extend students'

experiences with reading and writing:

1. Children's literature -- everything from folktales to

contemporary novels should be included in the

reading program. Children need experiences with a

variety of literary genres. Their diverse personal

interests are best accommodated by a wide range of

reading materials.

2. Reading books for information -- expository texts

provide students with background knowledge and

exposure to processing informational texts. Books

about animals, hobbies, science, history, or travel are

an important part of the reading program.

3. Responses to reading -- a variety of activities can be

used to extend reading. Art work, storytelling,

puppetry, learning logs, cooking, drama, dance,

music, and film are appropriate extensions of both

narrative and expository texts.
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4. Writing -- teachers must create a context for writing in

the classroom. Students who are producing their

own texts and reading them aloud, writing plays and

performing them, and requesting information for

research projects realize the creative and the

communicative nature of language.

One of the ERIC Digest in your package, Integrating The

Language Arts," defines integration as a situation in which

reading, writing, speaking, and listening can be developed

together for real purposes and real audiences. It can be

considered in three different ways:

1. Learning each of the language arts is enhanced by

learning it in relation to the others. Instruction is not

separate and discrete. The goal is for the learner to

realize the interdependent relationship that exists

between producing and receiving language.

2. Each language mode is an integratod whole, not a

set of isolated and unrelated skills. Instruction must

reflect wholeness.

3. Integration of language is not only necessary within

the language arts, but it also involves the

development of language in subject areas such as

social studies, science, and math.

7



In conclusion, language educators agree that language

competence grows from wide and varied language use. All

teachers must provide an environment rich with resources for

making language experience possible. Natural occasions for

reading, writing, speaking, and listening occur daily in classrooms.

Capitalizing on the natural occurrences of language will lead to

language proficiency, a goal that can be shared by all educators.
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beginners, predictable plots and repetitive refrains in-
vite the children's involvement as co-creators (Rout-
man, 1988).

Children have daily opportunities for uninterrupted
rzading.

Teachers model the act of reading and writing by read-
ing and writing themselves while the children do so.

Teachers model reading by reading high-interest, pre-
dictable big books, pointing out the words as the chil-
dren read along with the teacher.

Teachers sometimes guide children's reading, showing
them how to predict, ask appropriate questions, and
map what they have read.

Teachers foster discussions of books, encouraging learn-
ers how to talk about the moral and ethical issues pre-
sented in literaturt., or to connect fiction with their own
lives.

Children participate in literature circles in which they
share and talk about books they have read (Atwell,
1987).

Small groups report on information they have learned
from books.

Children turn stories into scripts, rehearse them, and
present them as puppet shows, olays, or tapes.

Chilth en usually choose the topics they want to write
about.

Teachers sometimes demonstrate writing by putting the
children's contributions onto experience charts that can
then be read together.

Children write and illustrate their own books that are
shared with the class.

Teachers coach children through the various parts of the
-vriting process (prewriting, drafting, revising, and edit-
ing), conferencing with them at various stages.

Children meet in small groups to read their own writ-
ing and get responses from their peers.

Children meet in pairs to edit their written work to-
gether before copying it for publication.

Teachers support student-centered learning by creating
a literate environment, stimulating interest by helping
children connect new experience with previous experi-
ence, and facilitating the learners' achievement.

Teachers integrate the language arts by developing the
curriculum around broad themes, such as Indians or
mammals.

Teachers evaluate the progress of learners by docu-
menting their ongoing work in the clasF in, analyz-
ing their reading miscues and progress in invented
spelling, and keeping portfolios of their writing to show
growth (Goodman, et al., 1968).

Theory and Research Supporting Whole
Language

Whole Language is consistent with the most respected
understandings of how children learn, some of which go
back to the early decades of this century. Whole Language
is rooted in the seminal work of John Dewey, Lev

Vygotsky, Jean Piaget, James Moffett, James Britton, Mi-
chael Halliday, Donald Graves, Margaret Donaldson, Gor-
don Wells, Glenda Bissex, Kenneth Goodman, Anne Haas
Dyson, and Shirley Brice Heath. These theorists and re-
searchers have shown that human competence in oral and
written language grows as language is used for real pur-
poseswithout formal drill, intensive corrective feedback,
or direct instruction. Children learn as they engage as ac-
tive agents constructing their own coherent views of the
world and of the language human beings use to interact
with the world and with each other. The development of
writing and reading is fostered by meaningful social inter-
action, usually entailing oral language. "Language learning
is different from other school subjects. It is not a new sub-
ject, and it is not even a subject. It permeates every part of
people' lives and itself constitutes a major way of abstract-
ing. So learning language raises more clearly than other
school courses the issues of integration" (Moffett and
Wagne4 1983). One pervasive response to this understand-
ing of language is the Whole Language movement.
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Language Across the Curriculum
"Language across the curriculum" means basically two things.
First, it means that gaining power in all the modes of language
writing, reading, speaking, and listeningmust take place in
every school course and at every school level, if this growth
is to be deep and substantial. This meaning rejects the notion
that the diverse uses of language are best learned in specific
"skills" courses in, for example, English or speech. Second,
"language across the curriculum" stresses the interrelationship
of the modes: one learns to write as one learns to speak as

one learns to read and listen. Each ability, therefore, improves
to the extent that all are exercised. This second meaning
rejects the teaching of, for example, writing or reading in
relative isolation from the other. Ultimately, these two r.ean-
ings of language across the curriculum come together in a
third: the inseparableness of language, thinking, and learning.
If we do not apply the full range of our language resources
to our learning of any subject, then we stifle thought, con-
scious and unconscious, and so deprive ourselves of more than

the most superficial understanding.

History and Theory

Language across the curriculum is hardly a new idea. Teachers

in every age have seen that learning flourishe.; in rich erwiron-
ments that regularly challenge students to manipulate ideas
through writing and through talk between teacher and student,
parent and child, peer and peer. Furthermore, it has probably
never been doubted that the ability to communicate is pro-
foundly connected to the desire to share and acquire knowl-
edge. After all, teachers and textbook writers at all levels

have tried to make language instruction "interesting." Model

essays, speech and discussion topics, and even workbook
sentencesall are presumably chosen (though not always
successfully) to excite the wonder and curiosity of the stu-
dent. Nevertheless, the very fact that so much has been done

to fabricate a learning context for language instruction shows
that language across the curriculum, if not a new idea, was for
a time submerged. Clearly, school curricula became divided
for various reasonsinto "content" and "skills" courses, and

educators created the circumstances out of which language
across the curriculum would have to reemerge as a fresh
concept.

Much credit for this resurgence belongs to the British
Schools Council Project in Writing Across the Curriculum,
which from the mid-1966s onward studied how writingand
talkwere learned and used in schools throughout the United
Kingdom. In a series of books (e.g., Britton 1970, and Martin
et al. 1976), the Schools Council Project reported that the
vast majority of schoolbased talking and writing was not
"genuine communication," in which one person tries to con-
vey new knowledge to another, but was mere giving back of
information to the teacher in the role of judge. This "bogus"
communication not only limited drastically the student's
use of language, but produced dull, inauthentic responses.
Conversely, when students were encouraged to write for
audiences who would be interested in learning something
new from the student (for example, readers of the school
newspaper), researchers found the writing more lively and
engagement with the topic more intense. Likewise, in language-
rich classes, such as science labs where teams of students
freely conversed in order to solve probiems raised by an
experiment, scripts showed that the give-andtake sparked

varied language uses, includipg speculation and argument,
plus the desire to repeat experiments or try new ones in
oriel' to answer new questions.

In the United States, Janet Emig (1977) reinforced the
Schools Council conclusions by bringing to bear on the issue
of language and learning the discoveries of linguistics and
cognitive psychology. Vygotsky (1962), Kelly (1969), Bruner
(1971), and Jaynes (1977) had found close correlation be-
tween verbalizing, in speech and writing, and the ability to
assimilate perceptions. Particularly important was the recogni-
tion that language itself, whether read or hecrd, could be
understood only if the individual translated the messages of
others into his or her own words. Thus, conviction of the
usefulness of language as a tool of learning grew.

Meanwhile, research on written composition began giving
overwhelming evidence of the importance of talk in the
development of writing ability. Britton (1967, 1975), in con-
ceptualizing writing as a "process," defined "expressive
writing," a form nearest to talk, as the matrix out of which
more sophisticated written communication necessarily de-
veloped. He and other members of the Schools Council Proj-
ect, as well as Moffett (1968), gave examples of classrooms
in which the cultivation of many forms of discourse led to
writing that showed fluency and awareness of audience.
Writers such as Macrorie (1977) and Elbow (1973) demon-
strated that talk about writing, especially within small groups
of writers, could spark livelier, more coherent writing. Further
studies of the speaking-writing connection have been brought
together by Kroll and Vann (1981).

Implications for Teaching: Faculty Training

One meaning emphatically not implied by language across the
curriculum is that the content area teacher must also become
a specialist in the teaching of speech, a specialist in the teach-
ing of writing, and so forth. What is required is that teachers
look for ways to increase or vary the language experiences
that will help students understand and explore the subject
matter of the course. As languageacross-the-curriculum work-
shops continually demonstrate, teachers in every field are
already creating languagerich environments. Most of their
techniques can be applied rether easily by their colleagues
(Fulwiler and Young 1982, Griffin 1982, Thaiss 1983).

Typically, these ideas and practices are disseminated
through inservice workshops or institutes. Beginning in the
1970s, federal, state, and local sponsorship of faculty training
programs, particularly at the college level, has encouraged
language across the curriculum to proliferate in the United
States, with special emphasis on the uses and improvement
of writing. For K-12 teachers, leadership in language across
the curriculum has been taken by the 102 sites of the National
Writing Project, which has expanded its inservice network to
include teachers in all fields. Summer seminars sponsored
by the National Endowment for the Humanities at Beaver
College (Penn.) have also contributed to the collegesschools
liaison in writing across the curriculum.

In the crosscurricular course conducted by the National
Writing Project sites, faculty training occurs in two rtiinforcing
ways: (1) NWP-trained teachers from different fitIr4:, for
example, history and physics, conduct presentations on
successful language-across-the-curriculum practices in their
classrooms; and (2) class members practice writing-and-
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speaking-to-learn techniques, such as learning logs and focused
small-group discussions, throughout the semester. Many such
courses are set up for the faculty of a single school, to insure
the continuing exchange of ideas and often to initiate school-
wide curriculum reforms. Though the contributions of lan-
guage arts and English specialists are almost always important
in these faculty-training programs, wheoler :n colleges or
schools, most programs are geared toward developing an
interdisciplinary focus, with ongoing leadership coming from
diverse departments.

Implications for Teaching: Techniques

In accordance with writing-process theory and the pioneering
British research, the rniznt successful language-andlearning
practices tend to promote relatively unpressured expret,sion,
emphasizing techniques that encourage imagination and
intuition. Journals and logs, small-group projects, teacher-
student dialogues, and role playing are popular devices. Tradi-
tional content-area assignments such as research papers and
laboratory reports are reinterpreted in terms of process theory,
so that the research paper may become an "I-Search" project
(Macrorie 1980), with significant expressive writing and class-
room interaction, while the lab report may be divided into
steps-method, observations, analysis-with each successive
portion discussed by class groups.

Student journals of various types have been particularly
powerful, and popular, learning to.)Is. Regular writing to
record or to analyze speculatively has long been practiced
by professionals in many fields; thus, teachers tend to take
readily to this form of instruction. in process terms, journals
(often called learning logs, reader response logs, or any of a
number of other names) encourage and teach expressive
writing. Entries can also become the basis for more formal
papers, when students' writing is carried through revision and
editing stages. As a learning tool, the journal provides ample
practice for translation of reading assignments or lectures,
as well as labs and other kinds of experience, into the writer's
own words; thus the journal can improve reading and listening
compiehension (Wotring and Tierney 1982).

Journals are also adaptable to more- or less.structured
learning situations Teachers can make the journal an open-
ended daily or weekly assignment, or they can use the journal
for speculative answers to specific study questions. Some
teachers ask students to sharply focus their entries on analysis
of reading, lectures, or experiments; others want their students
to exploit the journal's power as an emotional, psychological
release (Progoff 1975). Many use the journal, with entries
voluntarily read aloud in class, as a spur to class discussion,
while other teachers maintain a separate "journal dialogue"
with each student in writing (Staton 1984).

The teacher's response to and evaluation of journals, as of
other popular language-acrossthe-curriculum devices, is crucial
to their effectiveness, The Schools Council research gave
early evidence that expressive writing, like oral brainstorming,
would fail if teachers did not continually nurture students'
risk taking in analysis or speculation. Using the journal as a
facts quiz or marking entries for mechanical errors would
defeat its purpose. Guarding students' privacy, by allowing
them to withhold certain entries and by never demanding
that students read entries aloud, also seems essential. On the
other hand, since teachers often find expressive forms new to
their students, it is important to show students how to make
the most of the freedom to interpret and imagine that these
forms offer them.

ERIC
A Product of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading

and Communication Skills
1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801
1984

Implications for Curriculum ChErnge

In most schools and colleges with language-across-the-
curriculum programs, change has meant more variety in how
language is used and learning accomplished. Where language
across the curriculum has affected school programs, this
change has taken such forms as increases in team-taught
courses, cooperative relationships among sections of English
and sections of other subjects, or the use of "writing intensive"
courses in content areas to fulfill composition requirements.
In some instances it has mant the full interweaving of all
language instruction into the learning of such subjectr as
history, art, mathematics, and science. Full applications of
language across the curriculum have been most smoothly
undertaken in schools with a history of interdisciplinary
planning and in the all-subjects classroom in the elementary
grades. In whatever setting it occurs and however deeply
it affects structure, language across the curriculum promotes
the fruitful, invigorating exchange of perspectives and methods
among teachers who all too often have been stranoers across
the curricular walls.

Christopher Thaiss, George Mason University
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Task #1

Your Name:

Course #:

Learning package:

Goal Statement

The purpose of writing a goal statement is to create an expectation for yourself, to
establish a purpose that you can check when you have finished reviewing the package
of materials. It should be used in conjunction with your reaction statement--the
commentary that you will make after working your way through the materials in the
learning package.

Directions: This is a pre-reading activity. Think about the topic of this package and
then look at the various materials, primarily reviewing their headlines and subheads.
What does that review prompt you to want to discover through this package?

Write a goal statement of no more than one paragraph that includes the questions that
you want answered or the kinds of applications that you hope the package will help
you accomplish in your work. Attached please find examples of representative goal
statements submitted by former students.

Mail a copy of your goal statement to your instructor. Please keep a copy for yourself
because your reaction statement should be based partly on the goal statement.

My Goal Statement for this Package

Please mail a copy of this form to:

Carl B. Smith
150 Smith Research Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47408-2698



Examples of Goal Statements

It is my expectation that this learning package will direct me in new directions so that I may
improve my insiruction in the area of vocabulary. I would like to know when it is best to
introduce new vocabulary words. I would also like to gain information about new methods
one might use when introducing new vocabulary. I expect to read about some of the newest
research related to vocabulary instruction. It is also expected that tested methods will be
described and examined. I would hope that these articles would help me improve how I
teach so that my students will benefit and become better readers.

Following the study of this package, I expect to increase my understanding of computer
usage in reading development, learn how to integrate computers into reading and writing
instruction for learning impaired students, and make decisions on the usefulness of computer
games in the classroom.

Following completion of this package I intend to:
1)Identify the components of a formal reading program evaluation.
2)Analyze the characteristics of an effective reading program.
3) Develop evaluation strategies that will improve the monitoring of my program objectives.

1 (



Task #2
Reaction Statement

You are asked to type a four-page reaction to this learning package as a way of firming up
your sense of what you find interesting, important, or beneficial in this group of materials. You
should construct this reaction with your previously established goal statement in mini.

Given below are a number of prompts to indicate the kinds of questions that you might wish to
answer in developing this reaction. You may use other questions than those that are here
listed. We anticipate that your reaction will be approximately four typewritten, double-spaced
pages. Please use the following format in heading your paper.

`!our Name:

Course #:

Learning Package:

Reaction Prompts

1. Were your goals realized, and how do you know? (Refer to your goal statement.)

Reaction

2. What important or beneficial ideas did you find in these materials? (Please cite the
articles.)

3. Are there trends or concerns in the materials that bother you? Are there those that you
agree with? Discuss. (Please use the annotated bibliography and cite ideas from it.)

4. What ideas did you want to try in your daily work world? Describe how you could apply
these ideas?

Application Project

If you decide to use this topic for one of your two application projects, you may want to spend
more time thinking about ways that you 1ould explore one or more of these ideas in your work.

When you have finished your statement, please mail it to:

Carl B. Smith
150 Smith Research Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47408-2698
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Task #3

Application Project

As you select your two application projects, use the following guidelines:

1. Formulate a question that you would like to answer regarding this topic. (For
example, can my slow readers use some of the self-monitoring strategies discussed
in these materials?) A question often helps to clarify the kinds of information that
you will collect or the kinds of evidence that you will use to convince a reader that
you are pursuing an interesting question.

2. Describe with as much detail as is needed for a reader to understand what you
did, what materials you used, what major procedures you used, what evidence you
were looking for, in order to answer your question.

3. Gather evidence from your students or from teachers to show samples of the kinds
of work or the kinds of interactions that were taking place. Thc3e samples may be
your written observations, sample student papers, photographs, activity sheets, book
titles, statistical data, or any other kind of evidence that demonstrates the reality of
your inquiry.

4. Write a summary of your plan and of your conclusions. The summary should be
coherent and clear so a person who was not on site can understand what you
attempted and can appreciate the conclusions that you drew.

5. Send a report that includes a summary of your plan, sample evidence of what you
found, a brief analysis of the evidence, and the conclusions that you

6. Provide a cover page that gives your name, address, course number, topic of
learning package, and topic of your project. We will mail you a critique of your work.
Send your report to:

Carl B. Smith
150 Smith Research Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47408-2698

I CI



Course Number Date

Package Title

-----Erong
Statements

y
Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree

trongly
Disagree

1. This package will help
me do my job better.

2. The pace of the package
was too fast.

3. The package's directions
were confusing.

4. It was easy to follow
the directions given in
the package.

5. The package was too easy.

6. The package was too long.

7. The package should
include more articles
and documents to read.

8. I didn't know the
meaning of many words
used in the package.

9. The lecture explicated
the toplc of the package.

10. The package's objectives
were clear from the start.

11. The package's teaching
points were clear.

What did you like best about the package?



What did you like least about the package?

How would you improve the package?

Please list other topics you would be interested in studyina through our program.

Name (optional)

Position

Years Taught

Please mail a copy of this form to:

Carl B. Smith
150 Smith Research Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47408-2698
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Sample ERIC Abstract

AN ED289160 AN
AU Binkley,-Marilyn-R.; And-Others
TI Becoming a Nation of Readers: What Parents Con Do. AU

CS Heath (D.C.) and Co., Lexington, Mass,; Office of Educa- TI

tional Research and Improvement (ED), Washington, DC. CS

PY 1988 PY

AV What Parents Can Do, Consumer Information Center, AV
Pueblo, CO 81009 ($.50). NT

NT 40 p.; For Becoming a Nation of Read The Report of
the Commission on Reading, see ED 253 865. PR

PR EDRS Price - MF01/P032 Plus Postage.
DE Beginning-Reading; Literacy-Education; Parent-Attitudes; DE

Parent-Child-Relationship; Preschool-Children; Primary-
Education; Reading-Aloud-to-Others; Reading-Attitudes;
Recreational-Reading; Written-Language ID

DE 'Literacy.; 'Parent-Influence; 'Parent-Participation; 'Read-
ing-Instruction; 'Reoding-Processes AB

ID Reading-Motivation
AB Intended for parents and based on the premise that

parents are their children's first and most impol.,..nt
teachers, this booklet is a distillation of findings from the
1984 report of the Commission on Reading, "Becoming a
Nation of Readers? The introduction reiterates the

, Commission's condu:ions (1) that a parent is o child's first
tutor in unroveling the puzzle of written language; (2) that
parents should read to preschool children and informally
teach them about reading and writing; and (3) that parents
should support school-aged children's continued growth as
readers. Chapter 1 defines reading as the process of con-
structing meaning from written texts, a complex skill requir-
ing ihe coordination of a number of interrelated sources of
information. Chapter 2, on the preschool years, focuses on
talking to the young child, reading alouc to the pre-
schooler, and teaching children about written language.
The third chapter, on beginning reading, counsels parents
on what to look for in good beginning reoding programs
in schools, and how to help the child with reading at home.
The fourth chapter, on developing readers and making
reading on integral part of learning, offers suggestions for
helping the child succeed in school ond for encouraging
reading for fun. The afterward calls on teachers,
publishers, and school personnel, as well as parents, to
participate actively in creating a literate society. The booklet
condudes with a list of organizations that provide practical
help or publications for parents.

Interpretation of ERIC
Abstract F; Id Identifiers

ERIC accession number (Use this number when or .
dering microfiche and paper copies.)
Author(s)
Idle
Corporate source
Actual or approximate publication date
Source and price (availability)
Pagination and additional information (such as
legibility or related documents)
Inclicates availability of document from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service
Descriptors-indexing terms from the Thesaurus of
ERIC Descriptors which indicate important concepts
in the document
Identifiers-indexing terms not included in the
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors
Summary
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AN: E3360630
AU: Avery,-Carol-S.
TI: First Grade Thinkers Becoming Literate.
PY: 1987
JN: Language-Arts; v64 n6 p611-18 Oct 1987
AV: UMI
DE: Classroom-Environment; Grade-1; Group-Discussion;
Holistic-Approach; Learning-Processes; Primary-Education;
Reading-Writing-Relationship; Teacher-Role
DE: *Content-Area-Reading; *Content-Area-Writing;
*Critical-Thinking; *Literacy-Education; *Reading-Instruction;
*Writing-Instruction
AB: Emphasizes that literacy involves more than simply knowing
how to read and write. Explains how a teacher expanded reading
and writing activities to all areas of the curriculum to
demonstrate to first grade students that writing can be used as a
tool to make sense of the world around them. (SKC)

AN: ED297787
AU: Bodino,-Angela-Adamides
TI: Using Writing To Integrate the Curriculum: The Constructs at
the Core.
CS: Princeton Univ., NJ. Mid-Calzer Fellowship Program.
PY: [1988]
NT: 21 p.
PR: EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
DE: Community-Colleges; Curriculum-Development;
Instructional-Development; Interdisciplinary-Approach;
Language-Acquisition; Language-Processing; Two-Year-Colleges;
Writing-Composition
DE: *Cognitive-Processes; *Content-Area-Writing;
*Learning-Processes; *Learning-Theories; *Writing-Processes
AB: An argument is put forth for restructuring the community
college curriculum around recurring constructs common to all
disciplines. First, introductory comments review various
perceptions of essential learning, offering support for the
position of constructivists and proponents of writing across the
curriculum that learning is an activity and a process, rather
than a body of knowledge. Next, the role of writing in the
learning process is discussed, suggesting that writing
assignments in any course require students to make connections
and construct meaning. After summarizing the constructivist view
of learning and language acquisition and applying it to academic
learning, the paper identifies two constructs that are common to
all disciplines: perceiving differences and dividing, and
perceiving similarities and conrscting. Next, the relationship
between writing and other constracts of thinking is examined,
using examples provided by faculty attending a series of
interdisciplinary writing seminars at Raritan Valley Community
College. Additional examples of orglnizing perception and
experience into coherent constructs through metaphor are
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provided, followed by a discussion of the Implications of a
constructivist approach for curricular change. (EJV)

AN: EJ382605
AU: Carr,-Kathryn-S.
TI: How Can We Teach Critical Thinking?
PY: 1988
JN: Childhood-Education; v65 n2 p69-7", Win 1988
AV UMI
DE: cognitive-Processes; Critical-Thinking;
Elementary-Sec,ndary-Education; Integrated-Activities;
Teaching-Guides
DE: *Classification-; *Critical-Reading; *Educational-Games;
*Student-Participation; *Teacher-Role;
*Writing-Across-the-Curriculum
AB: The need to teach critical thinking skills at all educational
levels continues. But teachers should not rely on special courses
and tests to do the job. Instead, teachers should create an
atmosphere that encourages critical inquiry. Thinking skills
activities for various content areas are reviewed. (BB)

AN: EJ375616
AU: Carter,-John-Marshall
TI: The Social Studies Teacher as Writing Coach.
PY: 1988
JN: North-Carolina-Journal-for-the-Social-Studies; v24 p35-41
1987-88
NT: Journal published by the North Carolina Council for the
Social Studies, N.C. School of Science and Math, P.O. Box 2418,
Durham, NC 27705.
DE: Elementary-Secondary-Education; Social-Studies;
Writing-Improvement
DE: *Curriculum-Development; *Instructional-Improvement;
*Interdisciplinary-Approach; *Teacher-Responsibility;
*Writing-Evaluation; *Writing-Instruction
AB: Proposing an interdisciplinary approach to writing
improvement, Carter presents a plan whereby the social studies
teacher becomes an advocate for improving writing in all subjects
in the curriculum. Provides a teacher questionnaire, a yearly
plan for writing improvement across the curriculum, a writing
evaluation instrument, and suggestions for introducing students
to the writing process. (GEA)

AN: EJ367236
AU: Crain,-SueAnn-Kendall
TI: The ERIC Connection: Oral Interpretation Across the
Curriculum.
PY: 1988
JN: Youth-Theatre-Journal; v2 n3 p21-22 Win 1988
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AV: UMI
DE: Drama-; Elementary-Secondary-Education; Literature-;
Oral-Reading; Readers-Theater; Speech-Skills; Teaching-Methods
DE: *Oral-Interpretation; *Reading-Aloud-to-Others
AB: Summarizes seven documents on oral interpretation from the
ERIC system, and states that they can be used to show students
the importance of reading aloud with skill. Cites that thay also
provide suggestions for using oral interpretation in the study of
many types of literature and contexts. (MM)

AN: EJ360734
AU: Culp,-Mary-B.; And-Others
TI: Writing across the Curriculum--How English Teachers Can
Provide Leadership.
PY: 1987
JN: NASSP-Bulletin; v71 n501 p64-68 Oct 1987
AV: UMI
DE: Academic-Achievement; English-Departments;
Secondary-Education; Writing-Processes
DE: *Curriculum-Development; *Leadership-; *Writing-Instruction
AB: Discusses the process of writing as a way of learning and
"Writing across the Curriculum Programs." Outlines the program
developed at Williamson High School in Alabama that successfully
trained the English department to serve as consultants to the
school in developing such a program. Includes two figures and
references. (MD)

AN: EJ333469
AU: French,-Jim
TI: Whatever Happened to Language Across the Curriculum?
PY: 1985
JN: Education-Canada; v25 n4 p38-43 Win 1985
AV: UMI
DE: Educational-History; Elementary-Secondary-Education;
English-Instruction; Language-Skills; Literature-Reviews
DE: *Curriculum-; *Interdisciplinary-Approach;
*Language-Acquisition; *Program-Implementation
AB: Reviews articles published on the topic of language across
the curriculum (LAC) from 1979-1984. Reveals problems with LAC
center on four issues: definition of LAC itself; influence of
linguistic bias and an English-subject-centered leadership;
difficulties in implementing LAC; and views of the relative
success and failure of LAC initiatives (NEC)

AN: EJ343576
AU: Friedman,-Sheila
TI: How Well Can First Graders Write?
PY: 1986
al: Reading-Teacher; v40 n2 p162-67 Nov 1986
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AV: UMI
DE: Child-Development; Grade-1; Integrated-Activities;
Learning-Processes; Primary-Education; Writing-Exercises;
Writing-Processes
DE: *Content-Area-Writing; *Reading-Instruction; *Teacher-Role;
*Writing-Instruction; *Writing-Readiness
AB: Offers a variety of practical writing ideas that can help
first-grade teachers encourage writing across the curriculum.
(FL)

AN: EJ309765
AU: Fulwilerl-Toby
TI: Writing and Learning, Grade Three.
PY: 1985
JN: Language-Arts; v62 n1 p55-59 Jan 1985
AV: UMI
NT: Theme Issue; Making Meaning, Learning Language.
DE: Case-Studies; Grade-3; Individual-Development;
Primary-Education; Teaching-Methods
DE: *Content-Area-Writing; *Learning-Processes;
*Writing-Improvement; *Writing-Research
AB: Examines progressively more competent writing samples from a
third grader's journal to illustrate the possibilities for using
journals "across the curriculum." (HTH)

AN: EJ367960
AU: Hamilton-Wieler,-Sharon
TT: Why Has Language and Learning across the Curriculum Not Made
a Greater Impact.
PY: 1987
aN: Education-Canada; v27 n4 p36-41 Win 1987
AV: UMI
DE: Curriculum-Development; Foreign-Countries; Language-Arts;
Program-Development; Secondary-Education; Writing-Skills
DE: *Misconceptions-; *Program-Effectiveness; *Teacher-Role;
*Writing-Across-the-Curriculum; *Writing-Improvement
AB: "Writing across the curriculum," an educational objective of
the 70s, has failed to impress itself as a significant reality on
Canada's educators, especially in secondary schools. Reasons for
this include A lack of understanding of the concept and its scope
within institutions and misconceptions about the English
department's role. (JMM)

AN: EJ371714
AU: Harrisi-Aurand
TI: East Meets West: An American Playwright in China.
PY: 1988
JN: Youth-Theatre-Journal; v2 n4 p6-9 Spr 1988
DE: Cultural-Context; Cultural-Interrelationships;
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Foreign-Countries; Intercultural-Programs
DE: *Drama-; *Intercultural-Communication; *Personal-Narratives
AB: Provides a personal account of the author's experience
producing "Rags to Riches," the first American children's play
ever seen in the People's Republic of China. Also describes
China's national children's theater program. (MM)

AN: E3379988
AU: Hightshuel-Deborah; And-Others
TI: Writing in Junior and Senior High Schools.
PY: 1988
JN: Phi-Delta-Kappan; v69 nI0 p725-28 Jun 1988
AV: UMI
DE: Secondary-Education; Teaching-Methods
DE: *Essay-Tests; *Expository-Writing; *Seminars-;
*Writing-Across-the-Curriculum; *Writing-Exercises
AB: Secondary teachers returning from Cummins Engine Foundation
Writing Project seminars (Indiana) shared their ideas about
integrating writing skills with various academic subjects. This
article provides helpful hints to teachers of business,
electronics, English, foreign languages, home economics,
mathematics, science, social studies, and vocational education.
An inset recommends practice essay exams. (MLH)

AN: EJ382272
AU: Hittleman,-Daniel-R.
TI: Using Literature to Develop Daily-Living Literacy: Strategies
for Students with Learning Difficulties.
PY: 1989
JN: Journal-of-Readingl-Writing,-and-Learning-Disabilities
International; v4 n1 p1-12 1988-89
DE: Elementary-Secondary-Education; Reading-Instruction;
Reading-Skills; Writing-Instruction
DE: *Content-Area-Reading; *Daily-Living-Skills;
*Learning-Disabilities; *Literacy-Education; *Reading-Materials;
*Skill-Development
AB: Students with learning difficulties can develop their
literacy for daily living by using daily-living literature, which
provides knowledge and skills for accomplishing some societal
task; Daily-living materials approximate real-life materials and
differ from general literacy materials in organization, style,
and format. Suggestions are provided for using daily-living
literature across the curriculum. (JDD)

AN: ED300821
AU: Howell,-Margaret
TI: Writing across the Curriculum Applied to Individualized
Reading.
PY: 1988
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NT: 10 p.
PR: EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
DE: High-Schools; Individualized-Instruction;
Reading-Assignments; Student-Journals;
Teacher-Developed-Materials
DE: *Individualized-Reading; *Reading-Programs;
*Writing-Across-the-Curriculum
AB: This teaching unit describes an elective reading course for
high school students incorporating the goals and methods of
writing across the curriculum. Students choose the books they
want to read and read in class at least two days each week, and
write a brief journal entry at the end of the class period.
Students also have the option of writing a letter to fellow
students giving their opinion of the book. Course objectives,
lesson plans, procedures, evaluation, and a list of
teacher-developed material is included. Forms for recording daily
work, individual reading goals, and instructions for writing the
journals are attached. (RS)

AN: ED295127
AU:
TI:
CS:
PY:

Jacobson,-Annette,
Essential Learning
Oregon State Dept.
1987

Ed.
Skills across the Curriculum,
of Education, Salem.

NT: 58 p.
PR: EDRS Price - MF01/PC03 Plus Postage.
DE: Content-Area-Writing; Critical-Reading;
Elementary-Secondary-Education; Questioning-Techniques;
Reading-Comprehension; Reading-Skills; Skill-Development;
Study-Guides; Test-Wiseness; Writing-Evaluation;
Writing-Processes; Writing-kills
DE: *Content-Area-Reading; *Reading-Instruction;
*Reading-Strategies; *Teaching-Method-;
*Writing-Across-the-Curriculum; *Writing-Instruction
AB: This guide presents research-based teaching strategies to
assist teachers in implementing the Essential Learning
Skills--symbol systems, literal meaning of information, implied
meaning of information, evaluation of content and use of
communication skills, expression of ideas, reasoning and study
skills--in all curriculum areas. The first of three sections
discusses reading across the curriculum, and presents before,
during, and after reading strategies to increase reading
comprehension and retention. The next section on instructional
aids consists of: (1) before reading instructional aids,
including questioning strategies, hypotheses development,
vocabulary exercises, graphic outlines, and a list of alternative
learning methods; (2) during reading instructional aids (study
and reading guides); (3) after reading instructional aids, with
summarizing strategies and question types; and (4) reading to
learn, including critical reading activities, test-taking
strategies, and tips for faster reading. The last section of the
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booklet discusses writing across the curriculum, and presents
writing to learn activities and suggestions for teaching the
writing process of prewriting, drafting, revision, editing,
presentation, and evaluation. (MM)

AN: EJ379986
AU: Jenkinson,-Edward-B.
TI: Learning to Write/Writing to Learn.
PYt 1988
JN: Phi-Delta-Kappan; v69 n10 p712-17 Jun 1988
AV: UMI
DE: Elementary-Secondary-Education
DE: *Learning-Strategies; *Student-Writing-Models;
*Writing-Composition; *Writing-Across-the-Curriculum
AB: Writing need not be a minefield of run-on sentences,
misspellings, and trite expressions, but should serve as a
powerful catalyst for learning. Teachers focusing on the writing
process in various disciplines take students through prewriting
activities, writing a draft, peer review of a draft, revising,
editing, rewriting the final draft, and publishing steps. Student
samples and teaching strategies provided. (MLH)

AN: EJ360735
AU: Johnston,-Robert-E.; Gill,-Kent
TI: Writing to Learn--Writing a Basic for Middle Level Students.
PY: 1987
JN: NASSP-Bulletin; v71 n501 p70-75 Oct 1987
AV: UMI
DE: Critical-Thinking; Elementary-Secondary-Education;
Problem-Solving; Writing-Skills
DE: *Writing-Improvement; *Writing-Instruction; *Writing-Research
AB: Describes a California junior high school program using
"Writing across the Curriculum." As the program developed over
the years, writing became viewed more as a legitimate learning
tool. (MD)

AN: ED300247
AU: Kenyon,-Russel-W.
TI: Writing IS Problem Solving.
PY: 1988
NT: 30 p.
PR: EDRS Price - MF01 Plus Postage. PC Not Available from EDRS.
DE: Elementary-Secondary-Education; Learning-Activities
DE: *Cognitive-Processes; *Mathematics-Instruction;
*Problem-Solving; *Secondary-School-Mathematics;
*Teaching-Methods; *Writing-Skills
AB: The role of writing in the mathematics classroom is
considered. Writing as a cognitive process and its relationship
to problem solving is first examined. Then several long- and
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short-term techniques for promoting cognitive learning using
writing in the mathematics classroom are considered. The Writing
Across the Curriculum (WAC) program is discussed; some of its
techniques can be adapted to encourage pzoblem solving and
cognitive learning. Suggested for the long term are: (1) a list
of writing projects requiring several days or weeks to complete;
and (2) a review method involving whole-class, individual, and
group work. Short-term techniques usually require only a few
minutes each day, but may take a whole class period. Discussed
are explaining how, comparing two concepts, explaining why, doing
word problems, outlining the chapter, developing test questions,
doing proofs with prose, and keeping a notebo&__ Finally, how to
get started is discussed, with note of the need for persistence.
(MNS)

AN: EJ379991
AU: Leopold,-Allison-Hawes; Jenkinsony-Edward-B.
TI: The Cummins Engine Foundation Writing Project: A Cooperative
Venture with Public Schools.
PY: 1988
JN: Phi-Delta-Kappan; v69 n10 p740-45 Jun 1988
AV: UMI
DE: Elementary-Secondary-Education
DE: *Educational-Cooperation; *Public-Schools; *Seminars-;
*Writing-Across-the-Curriculum
AB: In 1985, Indiana University established the Cummins Engine
Foundation Writing Project, a writing-across-the-curriQulum
project for nine school corporations in the Columbus (Indiana)
area. This article presents 14 conclusions and observations drawn
by seminar directors after the project's first three years.
Includes a bibliography of 20 books. (MLH)

AN: EJ313664
AU: Pradle-Gordon-M.; Mayherl-John-S.
TI: Reinvigorating Learning through Writing.
PY: 1985
JN: Educational-Leadership; v42 n5 p4-8 Feb 1985
AV: UMI
DE: Elementary-Secondary-Education; Learning-Motivation;
Student-Attitudes; Student-Motivation; Student-Projects
DE: *Learning-Strategies; *Teaching-Methods; *Writing-Composition
AB: Keeping a journal of classroom experiences can help students
express their understandings of the concgpts they learn in school
and how the lessons relate to their own lives. An eight-item
reference list is provided. (Author)

AN: EJ313665
AU: Sanders,-Arlette
TI: Learning Logs: A Communication Strategy for All Subject
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Areas.
PY: 1985
JN: Educational-Leadership; v42 n5 p7 Feb 1985
AV: UMI
DE: Elementary-Secondary-Education
DE: *Learning-Strategies; *Prompting-; *Questioning-Techniques;
*Teaching-Methods; *Writing-Composition
AB: Students can learn from writing, regardless of subject areal
by keeping a learning log or journal. Several types of questions
and topics are suggested for the teacher to guide students in
making their entries. (DCS)

AN: EJ383682
AU: Sensenbaughl-Roger
TI: Writing across the Curriculum: Evolving Reform (ERIC/RCS).
PY: 1989
JN: Journal-of-Reading; v32 n5 p462-65 Feb 1989
AV: UMI
DE: Content-Area-Writing; Educational-Change;
Instructional-Effectiveness; Teacher-Role; Writing-Research
DE: *Writing-Across-the-Curriculum; *Writing-Instruction
AB: Describes the writing across the curriculum movement, citing
research reports and articles which discuss its advantages and
disadvantages. Notes several problems involved in effectively
implementing writing across the curriculum. (MM)

AN: ED294212
AU: Slater,-Marsha-S.
TI: Collaboration as Community: Outcomes of Conducting Research
on One's Colleagues.
PY: 1988
NT: 8 p.; Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Conference
on College Composition and Communication (39th, St. Louis, MO,
March 7-19, 1988).
PR: EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
DE: Career-Education; Classroom-Research;
Interdisciplintry-Approach; Limited-English-Speaking;
Mathematics-Instruction; Physical-Education;
Research-and-Development; Science-Instrucv_on;
Secondary-Education; Second-Language-Learning;
Theory-Practice-Relationship; Writing-Apprehension;
Writing-Processes; Writing-Research
DE: *Content-Area-Writing; *Teacher-Attitudes;
*Writing-Across-the-Curriculum
AB: A series of interviews carried out over a 6-month period
investigated: (1) why and how five New York City high school
teachers used writing-to-learn across the curriculum, and, (2)

the outcome of conducting research on one's own colleagues.
Subjects were a math teacher, a physics teacher, and a career
education teacher from a high school for limited English
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proficient students (where the researcher herself taught), and a
biology teacher and a health and physical education teacher from
a large, comprehensive academic high school in Manhattan.
Findings revealed that all teachers displayed a lack of
confident.e in themselves as writers, and viewed writing as a
means of getting students to communicate and clarify their ideas.
Also, all subjects changed their classroom management style
because of their work with writing-to-learn, encouraging more
group work and extensive collaborative learning techniques. The
study also revealed some of the positive outcomes of conducting
research in one's own school--greater professional
interdependence and collaboration, reduced writing anxiety among
students and teachers, more awareness of the writing process by
teachers, and more confidence in trying out new teaching
strategies. Being a colleague/researcher affords a special point
of view: a collegial, learning, non-evaluative perspective. (ARH)

AN: EJ361740
AU: Soter,-Anna-0.
TI: Recent Research On Writing: Implications For Writing Across
the Curriculum.
PY: 1987
JN: Journal-of-Curriculum-Studies; v19 n5 p425-38 Sep-Oct 1987
DE: Elementary-Secondary-Education; Research-and-Development;
Teacher-Education; Writing-Improvement
DE: *Content-lase-Writing; *Writing-Difficulties;
*Writing-Instruction; *Writing-Processes; *Writing-Skills
AB: Reviews major themes in recent research on writing.
Identifies problems that remain in the application of theory to
practice, focusing specifically on writing in the content areas.
(BSR)

AN: EJ336841
AU: Stockl-Patricia-L.
TI: Writing across the Curriculum.
PY: 1986
JN: Theory-into-Practice; v25 n2 p97-101 Spr 1986
AV: UMI
DE: Elementary-Secondary-Education
DE: *Classroom-Communication; *Student-Role; *Teacher-Role;
*Writing-Instruction
AB: The author discussed the writiag-across-the-curriculum
movement and how it has been interpreted. A model of writing
across the curriculum is described, and the benefits of such a
program to students are stated. (MT)

AN: EJ368584
AU: Walker, -Ian
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TI: Process Writing in the Content Areas.
PY: 1987
JN: Australian-Journal-of-Reading; v10 n4 p243-53 Nov 1987
NT: Focus Issue: Non-narrative Writing.
DE: Elementary-Education; Integrated-Curriculum; Models-;
Prewriting-; Writing-Across-the-Curriculum
DE: *Content-Area-Writing; *Writing-Instruction;
*Writing-Processes
AB: Urges that teachers consider a broader view of the writing
process and experiment with the notion of children applying the
skills of process writing to their writing in the content areas.
Outlines the major phases of process writing and discusses their
application to writing in content areas. (MM)

AN: EJ371715
AU: Wheetley,-Kim-Alan
TI: Drama/Theatre Education: What K-12 Teachers Need to Know and
Be Able to Do.
PY: 1988
JN: Youth-Theatre-Journal; v2 n4 p18-21 Spr 1988
DE: Behavioral-Objectives; Curriculum-Development; Drama-;
Elementary-Secondary-Education; Teacher-Effectiveness
DE: *Teacher-Education-Programs; *Teaching-Skills; *Theater-Arts
AB: Reviews the goals of drama/theater education set forth by the
National Theatre Education Project. Provides an overview of the
knowledge and skills teachers need to teach theater and drama in
elementary and secondary schools. (MM)

AN: ED293131
TI: Writing across the Curriculum: 1983-1987. Focused Access to
Selected Topics (FAST) Bibliography No. 2.
CS: ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills,
Bloomington, IN.
PY: 1988 NT: 4 p.
PR: EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
DE: Content-Area-Writing; Elementary-Secondary-Education;
Writing-Exercises; Writing-Improvement; Writing-Instruction;
Writing-Skills
DE: *Annotated-Bibliograpnies; *Writing-Across-the-Curriculum
AB: A current select4.on from the many citations of material in
the ERIC database, this bibliography offers practical information
for introducing and implementing writing across the curriculum
programs in elementary and secondary schools. The bibliography is
divided into sections on (1) writing across the curriculum (8
citations); (2) writing to learn in different disciplines (6
citations); and (3) program descriptions in the database (8
citations). (JK)

if
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GETTING COPIES OF THE ITEMS DESCRIBED IN THE ERIC DATABASE:

The items described in the ERIC database have either an "ED" or an
"EJ" number in the first field. About 98% of the ED items can be
found in the ERIC Microfiche Collection. The ERIC Document
Reproduction Service (EARS) in Alexandria, Virginia can produce either
microfiche or paper copies of these documents for you. Check the
accompanying list of ERIC Price Codes for their current prices.

Alternatively, you may prefer to consult the ERIC Microfiche
Collection yourself before choosing documents to copy. Over 600
libraries in the United States subscribe to this collection. To find
out which libraries near you have it, you are welcome to call the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication 3kills at (812) 855-5847.
Most such libraries have equipment on site for inexpensive production
of paper copies from the fiche.

For those few ED-numbered items not found in the Microfiche
Collection, che..:k ithe availability (AV) field of the citation to get
information aboLt the author, publisher, or other distributor.

Items with an EJ number in the first field of the citation are journal
articles. Due to copyright restrictions, ERIC cannot provide copies
of these articles. Most large college or university libraries
subscribe to the journals in which these articles were published, and
the general public can read or copy the articles from their
collections. Should you want copies of articles which appeared in
journals not owned by your nearest university library, arrangements
usually can be made via interlibrary loan; there frequently is a
nominal charge for this, which is set by the lending library. If you
are a faculty member, staff member, or student et the university, just
ask at your library's reference desk.

For all other categories of users, most universities cannot provide
interlibrary services. However, public libraries---which are there to
serve all area residents---typically are hooked into statewide lending
networks designed to ensure that all state residents have access to
materials of interest. Ask your local public librarian about
interlibrary loan policies, charges, etc.

There are also two professional reprint services which have obtained
permission from sm., journals to sell article copies. These are
University Microfilms International (Article Clearinghouse, 300 North
Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106---(800) 72-0616), and the
Institute for Scientific Information (Original Article Tear Sheet
Service, 3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pen:Isylvania 19104---(800)
523-1850). At the time of this publication, UMI charged $10.75 per
article regardless of length, and ISI charged $9.50 for the first ten
pages, plus $2.00 for each additional ten pages or fraction thereof.
However, please check with them for current prices before ordering.



ERIC Reedy Reference #5
Revised January 1990

ERIC Price Codes
PAPER COPY /HARD COPY

PRICE CODE PAGINATION PRICE

PC 01 1- 25 $ 2.03
PC 02 26- 50 4.06
PC 03 51- 75 6.09
PC 04 76. 100 8.12
PC 05 101. 125 10.15
PC 06 126- 150 12.18
PC 07 151- 175 14.21
PC 08 176- 200 16.24
PC 09 201- 225 18.27
PC 10 226- 250 20.30
PC 11 251- 275 22.33
PC 12 276- 300 24.36
PC 13 301- 325 26.39
PC 14 326- 350 28.42
PC 15 35'. - 375 30.45
PC 16 376- 400 32.48
PC 17 401- 425 34.51
PC 18 426- 450 36.54
PC 19 451- 475 38.57
PC 20 476- 500 40.60
PC 21 501- 525 42.63
PC 22 526- 550 44.66
PC 23 551. 575 46.69
PC 24 576- 600 48.72
PC 25 601- 625 50.75
PC 26 626. 650 52.78
PC 27 651- 675 54.81
PC 28 676- 700 56.84
PC 29 701. 725 58.87
PC 30 726- 750 60.90
PC 31 751- 775 62.93
PC 32 776- 800 64.96
PC 33 801- 825 66.99
PC 34 826- 850 69.02
PC 35 851- 875 71.05

PC 36 876- 900 73.08
PC 37 901- 925 75.11

PC 38 926- 950 77.14

PC 39 951- 975 79.17
PC 40 976-1,000 81.20

ADD 2.03 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL 25 PAGES,
OR FRACTION THEREOF

MICROFICHE

NO. OF
PRICE CODE PAGINATION FICHE PRICE

MF 01 1. 480 1-5 $ .86
MF 02 481- 576 6 1.03
MF 03 577- 672 7 1.20
MF 04 673- 768 8 1.37
MF 05 769- 864 9 1.54
MF 06 865- 960 10 1.71

MF 07 961-1,056 11 1.88
MF 08 1,057.1,152 12 2.05
MF 09 1,153-1,248 13 2.22
MF 10 1,249-1,344 14 2.39
MF 11 1,345-1,440 15 2.56
MF 12 1,441-1,536 16 2.73
MF 13 1,537-1,632 17 2.90
MF 14 1,633-1,728 18 3.07
MF 15 1,729.1,824 19 3.24

ADD $0.17 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL MICROFICHE
(1-96 PAGES)

tth



EDRS
HOW TO ORDER ERIC DOCUMENTS

ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE
7420 FULLERTON ROAD, SUITE 110

SPRINGFIELD, VA 22153-2052
OPERATED BY

CINCINNATI BELL INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CMS) FEDERAL
300-443-3742 703-440-1400

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO COMPLETE THIS ORDER FORM

Order by 6 digit ED number
Enter unit price

Specify either Microfiche (MF) or Paper Copy (PC)
Include shipping charges

ED NUMBER
NO. OF
PAGES

NO. OF COPIES

UNIT PRICE
TOTAL UNIT

COSTMF PC

TOTAL NO. OF PAGES SUBTOTAL

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE

MICROFICHE Ain PAPER COPY (PC)

RESIDENTS OF VA, MD AND
DC ADD APPLICABLE
SALES TAX

NUMBER FICHE EACH ED 5 PRICE CODE Moe NUMBER PAGES EACH ED 5 PRICE CODE Price
I le 5 (up le NO pee* MFOI 11.15 1 lo 25 PC01 13.12
Each oddllonal wkiralloho Ernah othillionel 25 ppm 13.12
(addRicral Nimes) $ .25

SHIPPING CHARGES

TOTAL COST

CHARTS FOR DETERMINING SHIPPING CHARGES

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE 1st C SS POSTA E FOR
1-7 8-19 20-30 31-42 43-54

Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche Microlidle Microfiche
.1,

ONLY
$029

ONLY
$0.52

ONLY ONLY
$0.75 $0.98

ONLY
$121

MICROFICHE ONLY

5547 68-80
Microfiche Microfiche

ONLY ONLY
$1.44 $1.67

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE CHARGES FOR CONTINENTAL U.S. SHIPMEXTS wax*
auPs will not deliver to a P.O. Box Number. A Street Address must be provided.

1 b. 2 be. 3 bs. 4 lbs. 5 be. 6 bs. 7 be. 8 to 10 be.
81-160 MF 161-330 MF 331-600 MF 501470 MP 671-840 MF 841-1010 MF 1011-1180 MI: 1181-1690 1.4F

or 1-75 PC or 78-150 PC or 151-225 PC or 226400 PC or 301-375 PC or 376-450 PC or 451-525 PC 526-750 PC
PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES

Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not b Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Excised Not to Exceed

$2-79 $3.30 $3.74 $4.09 $4.31 $4,53 $4-77 $5.1746.94

NOTE-0Isrs kr St or mom microfiche and MI orders for paw aphis (PC) MI bs shipped Ma United Pim* &Mb unless ofewinviso Instnalid.

I I

PAYMENTS: You may pay by
1. Enclosing CHECK or MONEY ORDER with your order. Foreign combiner dwoolm mum bs drawn on U.S. bank.

2. Ctiargo Io lAasterCard or VISA amount Enter amount number. cord expliaton date and signature. (EDRS Aliso axopis teitiphone oder. Mien therged to MaaterCord or

VISA amount)
3. PURCHASE ORDERS: U.S. cusionws may enclose an aulhorixod origami Feedlots order. No purchosa orders an accepted from foreign oUsloo1ors.
4. Chop to DEPOSIT ACCOUNT. Enter deposit mount numbly and sign ordv form.

PLEASE INDICATE METHOD OF PAYMENT AND ENTER REQUIRED INFORMATION.

0 Check or Money Order 0 Purchase Order (ATTACH ORIGINAL PURCHASE ORDER)

0 MasterCard 0 VISA
Account Number Expiration Date

Signature

0 Deposit Account Number

Signature

ENTER "SHIP TO" ADDRESS

WE HONOR

BOTH

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800443-ERIC (3742) 24 HOURS A DAY - 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALLOW 5 WORKING DAYS FOR EDRS TO PROCESS AND SHIP YOUR ORDER



EXPEbITED DbCUIVIENT DELIVERY

Expedited delivery of ERIC documents is available.

Call in your order 24 hours a day toll free 1-800-443-ERIC (3742).

Fax your order 24 hours a day 703-440-1408.

Your order will be shipped to you, by the method you select, on the fifth (5th) working day after receipt.

To insure expedited receipt, request shipment by either:

USPS Express Mail Federal Express
UPS Next Day Air FAX transmission of your document

Shipping and FAX transmission charges will be added to the cost of the document(s) by EDRS.

These requesting and delivery methods are in addition o the 3-day delivery services available in response toorders received

through the use of on-line data base services.

STANDING ORDERS SUBSCRIPTION ACCOUNTS
Subsaiption orders for documents in the monthly issue a Resources In Education (RIE) are available on microfiche from EDRS. The microfiche are furnished on a diuo
film base and without envelopes a $0.111 per microfiche. If Au prefer a silver halide 1Nm base, the cost 18.30.225 per mimed* end each microfiche Is inserted Into a
protective envelope. SHIPPING CHARGES ARE EXTRA. A Sending Order Account may be opened by depositing $1,500.00 or submitting an executed purchase order.
The cost of each issue and shipping will be charged against the account A monthly statement of the account will be furnished.

BACK COLLECTIONS
Back cater:ions of documents in ail Issues of Resources In Education (RIE) since 1905 are available on microfiche se a unit price of $0.131 per microfiche. The collections
from 1986 through 1905 are furnished on a vesicular film base and without envelopes. Since 1906. collections are furnished on a duo flint bass without onvelcose. SHIPPING
CHARGES ARE EXTRA. For prldrig information, write or call toll free 1-800-443-ERIC (3742).

GENERAL INFORMATION
I. PRICE LIST
The prices set forth herein may be changed without notice; however, any price change is subject to tte approve of the Conbading OfficenUSED/OffIce of Educational Raseamh
and Improvement/Cormacts and Grants Management Division.

2. PAYMENT
The prices set forth herein do not Include any sees, us., exam, or similar taxes that may apply to the see of miaofiche or paper copy to the Customer. The cost of such
taxes, if any, shell be bone by the Customer.
Payment shill be made net thitty (30) days from date of Invoice. Payment shall be without expense to CBIS Fedora.

3. REPRODUCTION
Express permission to reproduce a copyrighted document provided hereunder must be Wined from the copright holder noted on the etie page of such copyrighted document

4. CONTINGENCIES
CBIS Fedora shall not be table to Customer or any other person for wry failure or delay in the performance of any obligation If such blurs or delay (a) is due to events beyond
the control of CMS Faisal Including, but not limited to, fire, storm, flood. earthoustra, **Won, sodden!, acts of the public enemy, MOW, Who* labor depths, labor
shortly" v10111 IIIMnotge& transportation embargoes or delays, failure or ahormge of needy* eaalles or machinery, acts of God, or sots or regulations or peorilles of the
fedora, Mk or locei governments; (b) is due to failures of performances of 'Lhasa:actors beyond CMS Federal% contra and without negligence on the pest of CBIS Federal;

or (0) la due to 'meow or incompiete information furnished by Customer.

5. LIABILITY
CMS Federets kWh If any, ariskIg hereunder shell not exceed restikilion of charges.

In no event shell CMS Federal be liable for special, consequential, or liquidated damages arising from the provision of services hereunder.

6. WARRANTY
CMS FEDERAL, MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPUED, AS TO ANY MATTER WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY WARRAMIYOF MERCHANTABILITY OR

FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

7. QUALITY
CEOS Federal wil replace products falumed because of reproduction defects or incompleteness. The quality of tho Input document is not the responsiby of CMS Federal.
Beet imitable copy all be suppled.

IL CHANGES
No waiver, Menton, or moderation of any of the provisions hereof shee be binding unless in writing and signed by an decor a CB* Federal.

9. DEFAULT AND WAIVER
a. If customer fah with respect to ta or arty other agreement with CBIS Federal to pay eny iff4401/ when due or to accept any shipment as ordered, OBIS Federal

may, without prejudice to Ober ref odes, defer wry further shipment until the default is oorrected, or may cancel the otter.

b. No course of conduct nor wy delay of CRS Federal In exercising any right hereunder ohall wave any rights a CMS Fedora or modify thisAgreement

10. GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shell be constnied to be between merchants. My *ketone concerning its wildly, conebuction, or performance shell be governed by the laws of the Stets

of Wok&
11. DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS
Customers sto have a continuing need for ERIC documents may open a Deposit Account by depositing a minimum of $300.00. Onoe a Deposit Mom* opened, ERIC
documents will be tent upon request, and the amount charged for the 'dud cost and postage. A monthly steement of the account will be furnished.

12. PAMPA COPY (PC)
A paper copy (PC) Is a xerographic repfoduction, on meg, of the original document Each paper copy has a Vellum Bristol cover to ideally end protect the document.

13. FORCON POSTAGE
Postage for al ocuroies other then the United Stites is besed on the international Postage R. In effect at the One the order is shipped. To delelmine poems, meow 100

microfiche or 75 (PC) pages per pound. Cusromers must specify the roact classification of mail desired, and include the portage for that deseificelion with their order. Payment

must be in United States funds.

j10, BEST COPY AVAILABLE


